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MEMO FROM THE PRESIDENT

FROM THE
DESK OF
THE
PRESIDENT
Greetings from CanCham
Bangladesh.
I am very much elated to inform you
that Canada has stepped into 150th
year in 2017. To mark these 150th
years of Confederation of Canada,
Government of Canada has been
undertaking different events since
the beginning of 2017. As a token
of our vibrant relationship between
Bangladesh and Canada we are
dedicating this issue of CanCham
Review to the people of Canada who
are in celebration of 150th Years of
Confederation of Canada. Long live
Canada-Bangladesh Relationship.
To make 150 Years of Canada
memorable, HE Benoit Pieree
Laramee, the High Commissioner
of Canada to Bangladesh has
contributed the cover story to focus
natural beauty and human diversity
of Canada.
CanCham
Bangladesh
has
organized a number of diversified
as well as pertinent events during
2016. The notable events were
Celebration of Bangladesh Canada
Bi-lateral Trade Crossing USD 2
Billion, Grain Importers Meet Up
and Canadian Alumni Networking
Reception jointly with the Canadian
High Commission.
CanCham Bangladesh has taken
some very important events in
2017 to further improve trade
relations with Canada. Canada Asia

Business Summit, Celebration of
150th Confederation of Canada,
Grain Importers Meet Up and
Canadian Alumni Networking are
some of the events of 2017. In the
early month of 2018, we will also
organize Showcase Canada (Trade
and Education Fair).
The present issue of the review has
incorporated some very important
articles
from
Canadian
High
Commission, Export Development
Canada, Asia Pacific Foundation of
Canada and CanCham Hong Kong
and Thailand. I expect, the articles
would further delineate how the
trade and investment of Canada
are shaping in Asia Pacific Region.
We have also published one very
pertinent article on ‘Canadian
Potash Fertilizer’s Leading Role in
Promoting Balanced Fertilization in
Bangladesh Agriculture’ contributed
by Dragon Fertilizer Bangladesh
Ltd. The article by BEZA Executive
Chairman
has
highlighted
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investment opportunities in the
economic zones of Bangladesh
while that of the Senior Research
Associate, the Institute for Policy,
Advocacy and Governance has
delineated 45 years of trade and
investment
relations
between
Bangladesh and Canada
Your valuable feedback will help us
making the Review more useful in
future.
Finally, I would like to congratulate
all the general members for their
trust in CanCham, Bangladesh,
interest about its activities and
active participation. We all work in
a sense of togetherness to alleviate
the image of CanCham Bangladesh
in and outside Bangladesh

Masud Rahman
President, CanCham Bangladesh

COVER STORY

Benoît-Pierre Laramée

2017 marks the 150th anniversary of
Canadian Confederation. It has now
been one and a half centuries since
four colonies came together to create
a new country in North America.
That dream has expanded to cover
the northern half of the continent,
and we live today in a country full of
natural beauty and human diversity.
Canada’s vision for this anniversary
is to inspire Canadians to connect
with each other, to celebrate our
shared values, our achievements,
the majesty of our environment and
our place in the world.
At home, all Canadians are invited
to celebrate, explore and participate
in activities and events across the
country. The celebrations began on
December 31, 2016, with a massive
fireworks display on Parliament Hill in
Ottawa, and we continue to celebrate
at home and at our offices around
the world.
Abroad, #Canada150 is a key
opportunity
to
showcase
our
creativity and innovation to the world
and to re-engage on the international
scene, highlighting Canada as a
premier destination in which to study,
work, travel, invest and live.

CANADA’S
150TH ANNIVERSARY OF
CONFEDERATION!
From the early days when
Aboriginals, French and British each
contributed to the development of
Canada, our national identity has
been shaped by our diversity.
Today, Canadians believe in a
tolerant peaceful pluralism; in
protecting human rights; in gender
equality; in internationalism; in a
democratic society that supports
middle class values; and in helping
those in need around the world.
Canadians from the Atlantic coast
to the Pacific coast to the Arctic
coast are re-energized and we
are reaching out to each other to
use our ingenuity to solve today’s
problems…
We are tackling climate change and
supporting vulnerable populations.
We are on a quest for peace,
security, sustainable development,
respect for diversity and human
rights and justice for all.
Of critical importance, we are
reaching out to our First Nations,
Métis and Inuit peoples in an
honest and open way to forge
new
relationships
based
on
understanding and reconciliation.
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Here are some of the ways that
Canada is having an impact around
the world:
Human rights are of vital concern to
Canada. Of particular note, gender
equality, the empowerment of
women and girls, and the promotion
and protection of their human
rights are key Canadian values.
We congratulate Bangladesh on
its great success in getting nearly
every girl into school.
Canada is a determined peacebuilder.
This includes our contributions to
peacekeeping through the United
Nations with dedicated partners
such as Bangladesh, one of the
biggest
peacekeeping
nations.
We are committed to working
with other governments to tackle
terrorism and find ways to reduce
transnational organized crime and
human smuggling to improve global
quality of life.
Canada made a strong commitment
to the environment when the Prime
Minister signed the Paris Agreement
on Climate Change. We recognize
that climate change is a shared
global problem that has significant
impacts on the global economy,

COVER STORY
development,
and
security,
including here in Bangladesh.At
home, Canada is focused on the
economic opportunities of our
environment and creating the clean
jobs of tomorrow. Internationally,
we are committed to working
with developing countries to help
them achieve their greenhouse
gas emissions reduction goals and
adapt to the adverse impacts of
climate change.
Canada is pursuing a progressive
trade agenda with our partners
at home and around the world.
Progressive trade means helping
ensure that that all segments of
society can take advantage of the
opportunities that flow from trade
and investment – with a particular
focus on women, Indigenous
peoples, youth, and small and
medium-sized businesses.
And when it comes to international
development, we know that there
is strong evidence that women and
girls who are empowered are positive
drivers of development. This is an
important goal in its own right, but
also essential to the achievement
of all other development goals.
That is why women and girls will
be at the heart of Canada’s full
range of international assistance,
recognizing
and
supporting
women’s multiple roles in society.
We want women to actively
participate in the development of
their communities and countries,
in whatever capacity they choose,

whether as entrepreneurs, political
leaders, educators or mothers – to
be in charge of their own health,
their own livelihoods and their own
future. Engaging men and boys as
allies and equal partners will be
critical to fostering these changes.
We are pleased to be working with
the women and men of Bangladesh
to further this goal.
In this spirit of making meaningful
contributions to solving global
challenges, the Prime Minister also
announced Canada’s candidacy
for election to the United Nations
Security Council as a nonpermanent member for a two-year
term that begins in 2021.
As we celebrate Canada’s 150th
anniversary, and the upcoming
Canada Day on July 1st of this
year, please join us in reflecting on
how our rich history and cultural
diversity has shaped our country.
When we see that there is diversity
in Bangladesh, we feel almost at
home. We invite all Canadians and
Bangladeshis to celebrate the main
themes of the 150th anniversary of
Confederation:
We want to continue building
a welcoming Canada based on
diversity and inclusion, where
there is a place for everyone,
a Canada where everyone can
reach his or her full potential.
We want to support reconciliation
efforts with our Indigenous
peoples.

We want to continue to engage
young people and give them
the means to contribute to our
society, because they are the
ones who will shape tomorrow’s
Canada.
We want to be the custodians
of our environment, because
it is a source of our country’s
wealth and pride. We want to
bring Canadians closer to nature
in order to strengthen their
environmental awareness.
Together, we will shape the future
of our great country. Canadians
of Bangladeshi heritage are an
important part of our multicultural
fabric. We also welcome Bangladeshi
tourists, students and business
leaders to come explore what we
have to offer.
Shubojanmodin
and
Anniversary Canada!
Author:
Benoît-Pierre Laramée
High Commissioner of
Canada to Bangladesh
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Happy

SPOTLIGHT

CANADA-BANGLADESH
TRADE & INVESTMENT:
PROGRESS MADE & WAY
FORWARD
Diplomatic
relations
between
Canada and Bangladesh were
established after independence
when
Canada
recognized
Bangladesh
on
February
14, 1972. Since then, long
lasting bilateral ties have been
established on the basis of
mutual values of democracy and
diversity. As Canada-Bangladesh
celebrate 45 years of bilateral
relations, it is important to review
progress, explore opportunities,
evaluate strengths and identify
challenges. This will allow a better
understanding of expectations of
Bangladesh from Canada in terms
of specific areas of current and
future engagement in the trade
and investment sector.
Economic relations between the
two countries has grown steadily
over the last forty-five years as
Canada has grown to become one
of the largest export destinations
for Bangladesh. Bilateral trade
relations have grown significantly
in the last decade. The value of
bilateral trade has reached more
than eight times from US$ 170.10
million in FY 2002-03 to $1,480
million in FY 2014-15. According
to recent data, the volume of
Bangladesh-Canada
bilateral
trade has crossed US$2 billion in
2016 and this figure is expected
to rise to US$5 billion by 2021.

export
commodities.
Canada
provides
Bangladesh
with
duty- and tariff-free access to
its markets for many products
including apparel, woven, and knit,
contributing to significant sectorial
growth. After India, Bangladesh
is the second largest source of
Canadian merchandisers’ import
from South Asia. Bangladesh
is the third biggest market for
exporting pulses for Canada, and
a significant export destination
for cereals, vegetables, iron and
steel.
However, at present exports
from Bangladesh to Canada is
concentrated
in
ready-made
garments and apparel products,
comprising approximately 97%
of total exports. It is essential
for Bangladesh to exploit the

Canada is one of the top
seven export destinations for
Bangladeshi
manufacturers.
Ready-made garments, leather
and jute products are the top
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Fableeha Bushra
Choudhury
full advantage of Canadian GSP
through product diversification.
There are opportunities as well
- potential sectors for economic
cooperation with Canada are
agricultural innovation, specialized
IT sector, telecommunications,
education, oil and gas, renewable
energy, ocean-based initiatives,
and aerospace and defense
industry. Trade and investment
need to be facilitated for winwin situation for Bangladesh and
Canada in these sectors.
In terms of investment, Bangladesh
has witnessed over 7% GDP
growth last year which presents

SPOTLIGHT
a considerable opportunity for
foreign investment. Canadian
investment in Bangladesh has
been about US$230 million in
2015. The geographic location of
Bangladesh holds is preferable for
trade with access to South Asian
and Southeast Asian regions.
Private sector engagement is
necessary for tapping into such
opportunities.
Bangladesh is known abroad for
its cheap labor, to attract foreign
investment more positive aspects
like our progress in development
programs. According to expert
Dr. Ferhat Anwar, Professor
at the Institute of Business
Administration (IBA), University
of Dhaka, “If Bangladesh can
successfully
implement
the
requirements of the Alliance
and Accord of European and
American apparel sector, it can
be used as a stepping stone for
the country’s brand building”. As a
nation brand, Bangladesh should
also
disseminate
advantages
Canada can have from trade
and investment cooperation with
Bangladesh.
Some other ways bilateral trade
relations can be increased are
through
having
a
common

accreditation board for product
standards. For example, agents
in
Bangladesh
can
perform
commercial
matchmaking
based on these standards, in
up and coming sectors like IT
and ICT where Canada has
a large market.SMEs are the
backbone of Canadian economy.
There are opportunities to be
explored through business-tobusiness linkages between SMEs.
Bangladesh can be an employment
and testing center, as well as an
R&D hub for IT products. Canada
can be a marketing partner for
Bangladesh’s IT industry as there
are opportunities to jointly develop
programs and applications which
can be sold to other countries.
There
is
ample
scope
for
public-private partnerships for
infrastructure development and
capacity building, Bangladesh
can benefit from international
best practices that enhance
cooperation in trade infrastructure
and
product
diversification.
Environmental
sustainability
is crucial to be ensured in the
process as well. Bangladeshi
stakeholders in the trade and
investment sectors can be made
aware of sustainability and green
economic growth.
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Opportunities exist in exploring
blue economy of Bangladesh as
Canada has one of the largest
blue economies in the world
and in the ship building sector,
ships designed in Bangladesh
can be manufactured in other
regions. In the automotive sector,
Bangladesh is currently producing
$3 billion worth of accessories
and Canada can help market and
sell these products. In the IT
sector, Canada can help create
infrastructure for IT parks around
which communities can be built
in the long-term and IT should
also include bio-informatics. In
the jute sectors diversification of
products should occur, such as
CMC, jute plastic, jute paper etc.
However, a progressive trade
agenda is the need of the hour.
For the numerous opportunities
to be exploited, interventions are
required from the policy level.
Author:
Fableeha Bushra Choudhury
Senior Research Associate
The Institute for Policy, Advocacy
and Governance (IPAG)

ARTICLE

INVESTING IN TOMORROW:
BUILDING CANADA’S
ASIA COMPETENCE
The economic growth of Asia
has been remarkable and likely
to translate into higher income
gains and growth of the middle
class, turning the region into
a “consumer powerhouse.” By
2020, 1.7 billion people in Asia
— or 54 per cent of the world’s
middle class — will represent
42 per cent of the world’s total
consumption.
While China is expected to be at
the forefront of this consumption,
with its middle class representing
more than half of China’s urban
population, from 2007 to 2025
India is projected to increase
its aggregate consumption from
C$364B to C$728B and, by 2030,
could even surpass China and
the United States as the world’s
largest middle class consumer
market. The Association of
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)
is also on the path to double its
number of affluent households to
125 million between 2014 and
2025.
To capitalize on this remarkable
growth, Canadians at home
and abroad need to become
more Asia competent, that is,
gain the Asia-related skills and
knowledge that will help Canada
build its engagement with Asia,
and win support at home for
much needed new policies and
initiatives by our federal and
provincial governments.
Connecting Canadians – and
Canadian businesses – is what
the Asia Pacific Foundation of

Canada (APF Canada) is striving
to do today – build that two-way
connectivity between Canada and
Asia, and encourage Canadians
to embrace the global economy’s
shifting centre of gravity.
Asia’s remarkable transformation
–the growth of South Asia,
the resurgence of China, the
maturation of Japan and Korea,
and the developments within
the ASEAN region – provides
new opportunities as well as
challenges for Canada.
Canada is ideally placed to not
only benefit from this global sea
change, but also to serve as a
bridge linking this dynamic region
to the rest of the world.Canada
has been fortunate to have
traditional partners in the United
States and Europe as sources of
growth and stability, and these
partnerships must be maintained.
But the growing significance
of Asia has demonstrated the
need for Canada to strategically
deepen and diversify its existing
partnerships in the region.
Some progress has already been
made on this front, but Canada
continues to face hurdles to
demonstrating
its
relevance,
importance and commitment to
Asia.The research and surveys
conducted by APF Canada over
the past 10 years indicate that
there is a lack of knowledge
among
Canadians
regarding
countries in Asia, and that few
Canadians have been to Asia
or have been exposed to Asian
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Stewart Beck

business culture.
This knowledge gap has three
detrimental
impacts.First,
it prevents Canadians from
recognizing and pursuing the
tremendous opportunities that
exist in building ties with Asia.
Second, it reduces Canadians’
abilities to provide informed
input into Canada’s policies and
strategies towards Asia. And
third, it reduces our economic
competitiveness.
As APF Canada outlined in its
Building Blocks for a Canada-Asia
Strategy document for the federal
government last year, Ottawa
should spearhead and support
initiatives that help Canadians
become more Asia Competent.
This includes familiarity with
the diversity of Asian cultures;
knowledge about the region’s
economies,
societies,
and
political systems; and the ability
to speak Asian languages.
Canada must also encourage
Canadian businesses to take
advantage of the Asian language
and cultural skills of recent
immigrants, and foster Asia
Competence
among
public

ARTICLE
servants in a range of federal
government
departments,
including Global Affairs Canada.
Asia is now at the forefront
of
modern
technology
and
innovation, with countries in
the region scrambling to be the
most innovative in the world.
The 2016 Bloomberg Innovation
Index ranked 10 Asian countries
or economies among the top 50
of the most innovative countries
globally. Forward-looking Asian
businesses and governments are
actively seeking opportunities to
learn from countries like Canada,
where
openness,
tolerance
and good governance prevail.
They want to establish healthy
innovation ecosystems, learn how
to catalyze entrepreneurship, and
create collaborative opportunities
with trusted partners.
Ultimately,
government
and
the private sector in Canada
should commit to establishing
global centres of excellence
in research, technology and
innovation with key countries in
Asia. Collaboration in science and
technology can be and should be
viewed as a foreign policy tool
in our tool kit.This collaboration
would drive forward our own
technological
progress
and
innovative capacities.And it would
not be a one-way relationship: a
number of countries in the region
have the financial resources to
help catalyze new ideas, deep
research capacities, and the
experience of scaling ideas up to
fit a wide set of consumers.

gap, Canada needs to invest
in young people, supporting
programs for youth to study and
work in Asian countries.
APF Canada is attempting to
bridge this divide through its own
research and initiatives.Instead
of studying the world through the
timeworn lens of western history
and culture, the Foundation is
encouraging young Canadians
to look east.In consultation with
the Ministry of Education in the
Canadian province of British
Columbia, APF Canadais creating
Asia Pacific curriculum modules
at the high-school level to give
more young Canadians exposure
to Asian histories, cultures, and
societies.This initiative will equip
Canadian students with basic
knowledge about the countries
that will really matter to Canada’s
future. The aim is to stimulate
their
intellectual
curiosity
about Asia and its peoples, and
encourage them to learn and
experience more through their
future education and careers.
The project includes teaching
materials, a dedicated and
interactive resource website,
and professional development
opportunities
for
teachers.
Launching in British Columbia
this spring, the Foundation hopes
to expand the program Canadawide in the coming years.
The Foundation has also launched
an ‘Asia Connect’ bursaries

Sadly, a lack of Asia Competence
is
an
important
barrier
preventing Canada and Canadian
companies from realizing these
goals and successfully entering
Asian markets.They simply lack
staff that has knowledge of the
local business environment and
culture, and possesses relevant
language skills.To address this
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program created to increase the
number of Canadian university
and college students getting onthe-ground work experience in
Asia. The program gives them
additional
financial
support
to participate in co-ops and
internships offered through their
own schools.
These activities are part of the
Foundation’s efforts to boost Asia
Competence among Canadians,
particularly the next generation of
Canadians that will be navigating
a very different global economy
than the one we inherited.
Addressing
our
competency
shortcoming
is
growing
increasingly urgent, as a number
of Canada’s friendly competitors
have taken important steps to
improve their own strategic and
economic positioning within the
region. It is critical that business,
government, organizations and
institutions across Canada and
the Asia Pacificwork together to
enhance this vital component of
Canada-Asia engagement. This
engagement helps Asia, it helps
Canada, and it helps ensure the
future prosperity of Canadians.
Author:
Stewart Beck, President and
CEO of the Asia Pacific Foundation
of Canada, and former Canadian
high commissioner to India with
concurrent accreditation to the
Kingdom of Bhutan and to Nepal.
He has served abroad in the U.S.,
Taiwan and China.

ARTICLE

ENHANCING CANADIAN TRADE AND
INVESTMENT IN ASIA: EXPORT
DEVELOPMENT CANADA’S MILESTONE YEAR
Trade is the backbone of Asian economies.
The economic integration supporting
the free flow of goods, services, and
investment among Asian countries has
created a dynamic region with some of
the fastest growing economies in the
world.

William Brown

Canada is also a trading nation; with
60% of its GDP being dependent on
international trade. This commonality is
an opportunity to create stronger trade
relations for the benefit of both regions
and an important reason why the AsiaPacific has become a key priority for
Canada.
However, protectionism is on the rise and
the future of the Trans-Pacific Partnership,
an agreement that would have linked
Canada to seven Asian-Pacific countries,
is uncertain. As such, it has become
more important than ever before to find
innovative ways of creating new trade
opportunities between the two nations.

Elise Dedakam

Export Development Canada (EDC), the
country’s trade finance agency, thus has
an important role to play in the continued
development of Canadian trade and
investment in Asia. While the organization
has been present in Asia since 2005, 2016
marks a milestone year in EDC’s history in
the region and the beginning of stronger
trade relations between Canada and
countries across all of Asia.
In just one year, EDC increased its
footprint in Asia, developed new financial
solutions tailored to the needs of foreign
companies, and significantly multiplied
its efforts to identify promising business
partners across all sectors to encourage
Canadian and Asian companies to do
more business together.

New financing hub in Singapore
Jean-Marc Hunt

To expand its footprint in Asia, EDC
recently opened its very first whollyowned financing branch office outside of
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Canada in Singapore.
This new increased presence in
Singapore, a logistics and financial hub for
Asia, ASEAN and Australia, now enables
EDC to conduct its business development
and underwriting operations locally,
bringing it closer to the foreign buyers
of Canadian goods and services and
Canadian exporters across all of Asia.
In the past, EDC’s representatives
identified potential business opportunities
for Canadian exporters and transferred
them to the financing team in Ottawa
to underwrite. This translated into
slower turnaround time in processing
transactions
and
less
impactful
engagement with Canadian exporters
and their foreign buyers.
Now, without time differences or
travel constraints, EDC can facilitate
more business for Canadian and Asian
companies, and take the time to better
leverage promising markets in the region.
A good example of one these markets
is Bangladesh, which is becoming a
major export destination for Canadian
agricultural products.
Essentially, EDC’s new office in Singapore
allows Asian and Canadian companies to
do business their way, in their currency,
in their time zone. This provides Canada
with a new tool to lever access to Asian
markets for Canadian suppliers and
investors, particularly small-to-medium
sized enterprises (SMEs).

Facilitating business
relationships
Success in business is all about establishing
connections and growing them into
mutually
beneficial
partnerships.
Facilitating these introductions, or
‘matchmaking’, between Canadian and
Asian companies is a crucial component
of EDC’s role in enhancing Canadian
trade and investment in Asia.

ARTICLE
In collaboration with Global Affairs
Canada and the Trade Commissioner
Service, EDC helps Asian corporations
reduce costs, increase efficiency, and
innovate by introducing them to Canadian
companies with the exact capabilities the
corporation needs or wants.
The companies are introduced during
matchmaking events and missions with
the goal of finding a successful match,
thus facilitating business between Asian
and Canadian companies.
In 2017, EDC will be providing
matchmaking services in over 12 of
these events across India, China, and
Southeast Asia. Noteworthy examples
are Asia 2017 in Singapore, the largest
information
and
communications
technology (ICT) show of its kind, and
Agri Tech 2017 (Karnataka), India’s
largest agri-food event.
These connections, no matter how
small they may seem, are enormously
critical. Time and time again, these
introductions have proven to be the foot
in the door to a much larger opportunity
between two foreign companies.

Innovative financial solutions
To remain relevant in an increasingly
competitive
trade
environment,

Canadian companies need to be
equipped with the right tools and
support. Part of the challenge in
engaging in foreign transactions
is varying currencies and foreign
exchange risk. Many companies are
reticent to engage with a Canadian
company if extra cost is involved for
exchanging funds into a local currency.
This can be a significant obstacle to
the creation of trade between Canada
and Asia, a region with no dominant
national currency. In its first effort to
eliminate this obstacle, EDC developed
a currency swap solution in partnership
with Scotia bank, a Canadian financial
institution, disbursing a rupee loan to
Mumbai-based Infrastructure Leasing &
Financial Services (I L& F S) in November
2016. This marked the first time that
EDC provided financing denominated
in rupees, responding to the needs of
an Indian company while making it
easier for Canadian companies to win
new business with one of India’s largest
infrastructure developers.
The ‘Masala loan’ is mutually beneficial.
Indian companies that do business with,
or want to do business with, Canadian
companies now have the option to
receive financing in the currency of
their choice, avoiding having to convert
funding to Indian rupees and thereby
eliminating currency risk entirely. From

the Canadian perspective, the local
currency financing encourages Indian
companies to integrate more Canadian
companies, especially small-to-medium
enterprises (SMEs), into their global
supply chain.
The success of this first transaction
highlighted the positive impacts that
tailored support can have on trade and
investment. As such, EDC is working
towards opening a permanent rupee
bank account in India and developing
a Renminbi (RMB) currency swap in
China to help foster stronger growth in
trade between Asia and Canada.
With the complex and constantly
changing trade environment, EDC has
an important role to play in enhancing
Canadian trade and investment in
Asia. Through the opening of a new
financing hub in Singapore, increasing
targets for matchmaking events and
offering local currency financing in the
span of a single year, EDC has proven
its commitment to advancing the
Government of Canada’s objective to
strengthen its trade relations with Asia.
2016 was an important year for EDC
in the region. However, by virtue of its
increased presence and capabilities in
Asia, EDC is even better positioned to
create new business opportunities for
these trading nations going forward.

EDC in Bangladesh [Sidebar in article]
CUSTOMERS SERVED (2012-2016)

BUSINESS FACILITATED (2012-2016)
YEAR

INS

FIN

TOTAL

YEAR

2012

91.2

0

91.2

2012

CUSTOMERS SERVED SMES SERVED
42

28

2013

82.1

2.5

84.6

2013

44

32

2014

89.2

9.8

99.0

2014

37

26

2015

61.4

6.3

67.7

2015

32

21

2016

103.2

0

103.2

2016

26

19

*all figures in CAD M
Key industries in Bangladesh:

Authors:

•

Agriculture

•

Machinery (Packing, Industrial & Analytical
Instruments)

William Brown, Regional Vice-President Asia, Export
Development Canada

•

Mining & Metals

•

Telecom

•

Transportation Services

Elise Dedakam, Media
Development Canada

Relations

Advisor,

Export

Jean-Marc Hunt, Senior Associate, International
Business Development, Asia, Export Development Canada
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ARTICLE

TRADE, INVESTMENT
AND THE FUTURE OF
HONG KONG-CANADA
RELATIONS
Though there is a stark contrast of
their climate, language and culture,
Canada and Hong Kong actually
have a lot in common,from their
colonial pasts, both being borne out
of the British Empire, to having the
same birthdate, July 1st. Even today
they have strong demographic ties,
with Hong Kong being dubbed the
“most Canadian city in Asia” in 2011
by the Asia Pacific Foundation of
Canada. Estimated by the Canadian
Government in 2015, there are
some 500,000 individuals of Hong
Kong descent living in Canada.
Social ties extend to the academic
world, with over 175,000 Canadianeducated alumni and over 20 active
Canadian alumni associations within
Hong Kong. Furthermore, youth
from either country are encouraged
to visit through the Working Holiday
Scheme arrangement, which allows
individuals to work and travel
temporarily in either country.
Economic ties are also prominent,
as The Canadian Chamber of
Commerce in Hong Kong is one
of the largest Canadian business
organization outside of Canada.
There are approximately 180
Canadian businesses within Hong
Kong, many of whom have set up a
regional headquarters, as estimated
by the Government of Canada.
These networks and communities
demonstrate the strong CanadaHong Kong presence in either
country, allowing their economic
ties to further thrive and prosper.
Both governments and non-profit
bodies in either country continually
strive to make trade and investment
opportunities prominent, viable
and abundant for any entrepreneur
or business. These efforts are
shown again, through agreements

such as the Canada-Hong Kong
Foreign
Investment
Promotion
and Protection Agreement (FIPA),
signed inFebruary 2016Canada and
Hong Kong’s trade and investment
relations do not only remain
amicable, but they are important
rocks in each other’s economic
foundation.
Basic economics tells us that free
trade is a mutually beneficial
activity; no one would participate if
it was not. Hong Kong and Canada
strive to keep their trade relationship
healthy, as indicated through
joint efforts such as the signing
of their five year Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) in December
2016. As stated by the Canadian
Competition Bureau, the MOU
aims to enhance cooperation in
competition. For Canada, Hong
Kong holds great trading value,
specifically for exports. Global
Affairs Canada 2015 data states that
Hong Kong is Canada’s 8th largest
export market, with a merchandise
value of Can$3.9 billion. Canada
mainly exports intermediate goods
to Hong Kong, its biggest exports
being gold, beef and seafood.
The Observatory of Economic
Complexity (OEC) 2014 data shows
that Hong Kong was Canada’s 3rd
largest export market for gold, only
after the United Kingdom and the
United States. Canada ranked 19th
among Hong Kong’s domestic export
markets in 2015. Hong Kong’s top
three export industries to Canada
include machinery, metals and
leather materials. Hong Kong’s total
domestic export value to Canada
was valued at Can$82 Million in
2015. Currently in the global trading
market, Hong Kong is the 7th largest
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exporter of merchandise trade and
the 14th largest for commercial
services. According to the Hong
Kong Trade Development Council
(HKTDC) trade makes up a significant
part of Hong Kong’s economy,
making about 20% of their annual
GDP. However, there are uncertain
expectations for Hong Kong as well
as China in the continuation of trade
being a source for economic growth,
given concerns over new American
President Donald Trump’s promised
protectionist policies. Currently, the
Economic Policy Uncertainty Index
for China-Hong Kong is five times
higher than its average amount
from the past 22 years. Thus, there
is a potential opportunity for Canada
to take over some of the North
American trade to Hong Kong and
China, as shown with the recent free
trade talks between Canada and
China.
In the interest of pursuing CanadaHong Kong foreign investment,
the government officials of both
Canada and Hong Kong signed a
FIPA in February 2016, which allows
Canadians easier access to seek
investment opportunities in Hong
Kong, additional security assurance
for investors on either side as well
as the ability to further expand
investment flows. This agreement
demonstrates
the
continued
strengthening of already strong
economic ties between Hong Kong
and Canada. The Government of
Canada states that as of 2014,
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Hong Kong was the second largest
destination in Asia for Canadian
foreign direct investment (FDI),
only after China. According to the
Trade and Industry department of
the Hong Kong government, Hong
Kong’s FDI in Canada reached
Can$11.1 billion at the end of 2014.
Other efforts to ease investment
accessibility in either regions
includes the 2012 Avoidance of
Double Taxations Treaty, which
providestax reliefs for the large
number of individuals with social
and economic ties in both nations.
This treaty also encouragesinbound
investments from Hong Kong to
Canada, and provides Canadians
further incentive to invest itself into
the constantly growing financial
technology, telecommunications and
infrastructure developments within
Hong Kong.
The
Canadian
Chamber
of
Commerce in Hong Kong is a
necessary tie between the Canadian
businesses and the opportunities
Hong Kong has to offer, especially
in relation to trade and investment.
The Chamber provides a platform
for both Hong Kong and Canadian
businesses to make connections
and collaborate. The Chamber
has been fortunateenough to host
several Canadian political leaders
who visit Hong Kong, including
the Canadian Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau, and has also submitted
comments and recommendations to
the Chief Executive of Hong Kong’s
policy address, concerning financial
services, sustainable development,
education and the overall business
environment within Hong Kong.
These frequent exchanges between
countries confirm their commitment
to maintaining and strengthening
their trade and investment ties.
The Chamber recognizes that its
competitive advantage is attributed
to the fact that Hong Kong is an
ideal place to conduct business
for Canadians, considering Hong
Kong is the world’s freest and most
competitive economy, and also has
a direct link to mainland China. Long
been dubbed “Asia’s World City”,
Hong Kong provides a tie between

the Western world and the Eastern
world. For Westerners, Hong Kong
acts as an entrepôt, allowing
access to trade and investment
opportunities within Mainland China.
For China, Hong Kong is their largest
source of foreign direct investment
and a key off-shore capital-rising
centre for Chinese enterprises,
according to 2016 data from the
HKTDC. Hong Kong acts as China’s
entry way to the Western world
which provides the opportunity
to seek investment and business
options in Canada. Hong Kong is
a regional centre with the second
largest private equity centre in
Asia, the fourth largestAsian stock
market size and a top choice for
regional headquarters of banking
and financial institutions. A world
favourite for “places to do business”,
the Canadian Chamber in Hong
Kong acts as a platform to enable
Canadian companies to network
and take advantage of the major
markets and opportunities within
Hong Kong, and potentially reach
mainland China and the rest of Asia
as well. Hong Kong acts as a middle
ground for Canadian companies
to capitalize on the opportunity to
reach the entire Asian market.
So, what comes next for Hong Kong
and Canada? Even though there is
currently a lot of uncertainty in the
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world economy regarding future
trade agreements and country
relationships, there is a positive
outlook on Hong Kong-Canada
relations. There is a consistent
effort from both governments to
have a steady influx of delegations,
including the September 2016 visit
to Hong Kong from Canadian Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau and the
June 2016 Hong Kong’s Secretary
for Commerce and Economic
Development Gregory So to Calgary.
This year is important for both
Canada and Hong Kong, as July 1st
will be Canada’s 150th anniversary,
and the 20th anniversary of Hong
Kong’s handover to China. Both
Canada and Hong Kong will continue
to be important trading partners,
and the Chamber foresees even
further investment promotion in
the coming months with the recent
signing of FIPA in February 2016.
While the future of the world stage
maybe ambiguous, the relationship
between Canada and Hong Kong
won’t be.
Author: Derrick Lee, President, The
Canadian Chamber of Commerce in
Hong Kong
Researched by Sarah Neubauer, for
the Canadian Chamber of Commerce
in Hong Kong
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ATTRACTING TRADE
AND INVESTMENT
FROM CANADA
One reason why foreign direct
investment
(FDI)
is
often
discussed has been related to the
dramatic increase in the annual
global flow of FDI and the resulting
rise in its relative importance as
a source of investment funds for
a number of countries. Foreign
direct investment is also viewed as
a way of increasing the efficiency
with which a country’s resources
are used.
Therefore to attract FDI, we need
to identify good opportunities
and find the right industries,
companies and investors that are
either already wanting to expand
into the region or looking at
investment opportunities.
Timing for Canadian business
expansion
and
investment
into Asia is ideal, as previously
Corporate Canada was focused on
the US Market that is large and
close by. But with our neighbor
to the south now taking a more
protectionist approach, some of
the large markets previously open
to Canadian businesses, may
now be closing. Also, the North
American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA); an agreement signed by
Canada, Mexico, and the United
States, creating a trilateral rulesbased trade bloc in North America,
will now be re-negotiated. Only
time will tell how this will affect
current two-way trade between
Canada and the US.
So diversification into the Asian
markets is a wise choice that will
help to stabilize many Canadian

industries and businesses.
Canada is currently the United
States 2nd largest goods trading
partner with $575 billion in total
(two way) goods trade during
2015. Goods exports totaled $280
billion; goods imports totaled $295
billion.
Canada is the U.S.’s largest
customer, purchasing US$337.8
(C$431.9) billion in goods and
services in 2015.Canada buys
more from the United States than
does any other nation – including
all 28 countries of the European
Union. Since the Canada-U.S.
Free Trade Agreement came into
force in 1989, Canada’s two-way
trade in goods and services with
the United States has more than
tripled.
Canada’s Top 10 Exports
The following export product
groups represent the highest
dollar value in Canadian global
shipments during 2015. Also
shown is the percentage share
each export category represents
in terms of overall exports from
Canada.
1 Oil: US$77.8 billion (19% of
total exports)
2 Vehicles: $60 billion (14.7%)
3 Machines, engines,
$31.1 billion (7.6%)

pumps:

4 Gems, precious metals: $19
billion (4.7%)
5 Electronic equipment:
billion (3.2%)
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6 Plastics: $12.5 billion (3.1%)
7 Aircraft,
spacecraft:
billion (3%)

$12.3

8 Wood: $11.8 billion (2.9%)
9 Aluminum: $8.2 billion (2%)
10 Paper: $7.7 billion (1.9%)
Exports accounted for about 25
% of total Canadian economic
output.
Overall, 78% of Canadian exports
(by value) were delivered to
its North American Free Trade
Agreement
partners,
United
States
and
Mexico.
Europe
bought an 11% share of Canada’s
exports in 2015, followed by Asian
importers at 8%. A Canada-Asean
free trade agreement has been
discussed only, while specific
bilateral free trade agreements
with Thailand for example are not
progressing. So the bottom line
is that Canada’s participation in
Asian markets can be expanded.
Canadian Outward Foreign
Direct Investment to Asia
Statistics Canada notes that in
2015, the total stock of Canadian
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outward investment increased
almost 22%, while the stock of
Canadian outward investment to
Asia increased by 23%. In the
past two decades, our portfolio
has become more diversified,
at least on a regional basis. For
example, the share of Canadian
investment abroad in the United
States has fallen from around
63% in 1980 to just 45% today.
Canadian outward Foreign Direct
Investment to Asia has tripled
since 2000 to 2015 which is at
73,000 (C$ millions).
So what is currently being done
to identify Canadian opportunities
in Asia?
Canadian Chambers of
Commerce in Asia
There has recently been a
rebranding of Canadian Chambers
of Commerce in Asia such as
CanCham
Thailand,
Vietnam,
Cambodia
and
Bangladesh.
CanCham Thailand’s
Mission,
as an example, is to support,
promote and enhance member
business interests by fostering
Thai-Canadian Relations. Our
objectives are to:
•

To provide CANCHAM members
with value-added business
support, services and benefits

•

To provide business access to
the Thai market for CanCham
members

•

To
provide
business
development support activities
to raise the profile of CanCham
and its members

•

To promote closer business
relations between Thailand
and Canada

Specific measureable activities
have been defined under each
of our objectives so that we can
monitor and measure our progress

and success over the year.
CanCham Thailand provides its
members with 14 chamber events
and sponsorship opportunities
in order to engage 1,800
participants.
These initiatives
help to build partnerships in order
to attract FDI from Canadian
companies to Thailand.
Cooperation with CABC
The
Canada-ASEAN
Business
Council (CABC) mandate is to
promote and increase trade
relations
between
Canada
and ASEAN. The council has
three primary offerings for its
Members: to provide/produce
region-specific
educational
materials, act as an advocacy
engine to Canadian and local
Governments, and facilitate highlevel networking opportunities
between Canadian and ASEAN
companies. The core mission of
CABC is to provide its members
with
concrete
commercial
opportunities to build and grow
their companies. So this too may
be a conduit for FDI
The Joint Foreign Chambers of
Commerce in Thailand
The Joint Foreign Chambers of
Commerce in Thailand (JFCCT) is
another example of cooperation,
as 31 foreign chambers or business
associations operating in Thailand,
represent
more
than
9,000
companies, working to promote
trade and foreign investment.
The JFCCT works with the
Thai government and various
government agencies such as
the Board of Trade, Board of
Investment and the Federation of
Thai Industries and many sectorspecific agencies, and by way of
advice and recommendation to
foreign governments – for the
benefit of the Thai economy.
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The JFCCT aims to contribute
to the economic development
of Thailand in a positive way,
across all sectors of the economy.
Through education, discourse and
collaboration.

Thailand’s Economy
Long-term economic aspirations
are laid out in Thailand’s recent
20-year strategic plan for attaining
developed country status through
broad reforms. The reforms
address
economic
stability,
human capital, equal economic
opportunities,
environmental
sustainability,
competitiveness,
and
effective
government
bureaucracies. The World Bank is
supportive of the reform agenda.
Thailand’s Cabinet has approved
a45 billion dollar development
of the country’s 2017 Eastern
Economic Corridor that includes
expanded infrastructure aimed
to promote connectivity within
Thailand and its neighbors in
the Asia region. This is an FDI
target.
The EEC will include:
expansion of Laem Chabang Port;
expansion of the Map Ta Phut
Industrial Port; development of
the Sattahip Commercial Port into
an International Cruise and Ferry
Port; development of the U-Tapao
International Airport and related
Aviation Industries; development
of high speed and dual track
railways and motorways.
Within the EEC, some of the new
engines of growth industries are
next-generation
automotive,
smart electronics, digital, affluent
medical and wellness tourism,
agricultural and biotechnology,
food for the future, aerospace,
automation and robotics, to name
a few.
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For the EEC, Free Trade Zones
are to be developed around
seaport and airports. These are
to include a global business hub
with a one-stop business service
center,
international
banking,
research
and
development
centers, modern urban planning
for expansion of Pattaya, Rayong,
and
Chachoengsao.
Board
of
Investment
development
incentives are to include:
•

Corporate Income Tax – 0%
Max 15 years

•

Personal Income Tax – 15% for
IHQ, ITC

•

Work Permit Visa – 5 Year

•

Land Lease – 50 + 49 years.

Thailand Board of Investment
is also assisting in introducing
“Thailand 4.0 Means Opportunity
Thailand”, exploring the new
value-based
economic
model
that will transform the country’s
competitiveness while the world
economic power is shifting to Asia.
It is clear Thailand is working hard
to promote the development of its
economy in 2017.
The World Bank released its report
titled “Doing Business 2017”. The
report covers 11 regulatory areas
affecting the business environment
in 190 countries. This year Thailand
ranks 46th in the World Bank’s
Ease of Doing Business report, up
three spots from last year. The
World Bank pointed to providing
electricity to newly established
businesses,
dealing
with
construction permits and paying
taxes as areas where Thailand
needs to improve. The Board of
Investment incentives above too
will assist in improving the ease of
doing business. So, while Thailand
is providing the vision, there are
still many inconsistencies in the
implementation. Making it easier
for foreign business to operate in

Asia, will help to attract more FDI.
In the area of goods traded
between ASEAN members, many
customs tariffs have been reduced
already and are historically very
low – this has been the case for
a number of years now. However,
countering this aim and successful
implementation
has
been
a
tendancy by ASEAN members to
increase Excise Taxes or create
other Non-Tariff Barriers to replace
lost national revenue. Most ASEAN
countries generated significant
portions of their national revenues
via customs previously. There are
also many areas where inconsistent
standards and definitions have not
yet been harmonized between the
countries, and even worse, double
tax treaties are not as we would
expect and are thus creating
confusion and lost opportunities.
Investments
The effect of the Investment
agreement (ACIA) is that ASEAN
investors in ASEAN countries other
than their own will be given the
same opportunities and protections
as the investors from the other
ASEAN country. The aim is
therefore to promote intra-ASEAN
investments and thus rely less
on FDI from the US, Europe and
Japan over time. Thailand has long
allowed any foreign entity to own
manufacturing operations (with
the Japanese being the largest),
and this has been facilitated by
the Board of Investment (BOI).
This means Thailand complies with
the AEC Investment aims for the
headline purposes.
Thailand has also stated to the
JFCCT that Fisheries, Agriculture
and Mining would also be opened to
ASEAN ownership. Unfortunately
no changes have been made
(again in the Foreign Business
Act) to facilitate this commitment
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and we have been unable to
discuss these concepts with other
departments to date. There are
also other problems in terms of
protections and taxation that
remain unresolved. The service
sector too remains protected.
Capital
In Thailand as an example,
banking and stock market areas
remain protected, with limited
licenses granted to foreign entities.
Some controls on money flows
still exist. The aim here is to grow
the market size of the local stock
markets to assist with national
wealth creation and generating
more confident and consistent
foreign investment. Mutual and
retirement funds can then be used
in ways that contribute to national
and ASEAN regional growth.
So in conclusion, respective
countries in Asian need to market
the
opportunities
they
are
providing to foreign investors and
provide incentives along with a
business environment that makes
it relatively easy to operate in.
No private entity will risk funds
on FDI where there is substantial
political or economic risk. As
such government and business
needs to play a very real role in
screening these projects, verifying
the validity, and guaranteeing
returns. Successful FDI is your
best attraction for increasing
future FDI.
From the discussion above one
can see that there is still a great
deal of work to do. In the interim,
Canadian businesses are interested
in Asian market opportunities.

Author:
Ron Livingston, President,
CanCham Thailand-Thai Canadian
Chamber of Commerce
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INVESTMENT
OPPORTUNITIES IN THE
ECONOMIC ZONES OF
BANGLADESH
Bangladesh and Canada enjoy
good bilateral relations based
on the foundation of shared
values
of
democracy
and
mutual understanding. Canada
established diplomatic relations
with Bangladesh in 1972. Over
the years, the relations between
the two friendly countries reached
to a matured stage.
The state of good relations
is
reflected
in
the
fastgrowing
bilateral
cooperation
spanning
across
a
broad
range
of
sectors,
including
development cooperation, trade
and investment, economic and
technical assistance, and peopleto-people link.

Bangladesh Socioeconomic Progress
Bangladesh has been able to
achieve inclusive growth while
maintaining
macroeconomic
stability. It has consistently
recorded progress in various socioeconomic indicators over the last
ten years. The country has been
growing more than seven per cent
over the last two years. Notable
progress has been made in
terms of GDP, per capita income,
employment generation, food
production, inflation, import, and
export. Widespread improvement
has also been realized in social
indicators, such as education,
health
and
sanitation.
Propoor government policies and
programmes
have
largely
contributed in the reduction of
poverty and inequality.

Economic zones in
Bangladesh
Bangladesh
Economic
Zones
Authority was established by
the Bangladesh Economic Zones
Act
2010.
Establishment
of
economic zones in Bangladesh
is a groundbreaking initiative
of the present government.
Honorable Prime Minister of the
People’s Republic of Bangladesh
Sheikh Hasina has taken this
commendable
initiative
to
materialize the dream of the
Father of the Nation Bangabandhu
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman to create
“ Sonar Bangla”.
Our objective of developing
economic zone is to contribute
to long-term development and
go beyond the static benefits
of attracting investment and
generating employment so that
the zones can leverage these
static benefits for the creation
of dynamic economic benefits.
Eventually, this will lead to
structural transformation of the
economy, following the path of
diversification, upgradation, and
more openness. During the whole
cycle, the most critical issue is to
ensure integration of zones in the
domestic economy. Successful
countries had been able to derive
long-term economic benefits from
their economic zone programs. The
zones created the environment
for technology transfer both hard
and soft and continuous exchange
between the domestic economy
and developer and investors
located on the zones.
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Vision of BEZA
BEZA aspires to become a
sustainable development driving
force and a world class investment
promoter and service provider to
ensure quality of life of the people.

Mission of BEZA
BEZA’s mission is to persistently
create value for the investors by
establishing attractive investment
facilities in the economic zones
through One Stop Service and
competitive incentive packages.

Core Values of BEZA
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customer satisfaction
Team working
Free flow of information
Participation and involvement
Never stop learning
Networking
Effective Public Private
Partnership

Main Functions of BEZA
To identify and select sites for
industrial or similar sectors in
availability of local resources
including infrastructure, roads
and communication, travel and
banking facilities and skilled
manpower for ensuring efficient
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utilization of land in the light of
clustering principles;
To acquire land for economic
zones identified by own initiative
and public-private partnership and
take possession of the acquired
land on behalf of the government;
To
appoint
economic
zone
developer on competitive basis
to develop and manage the
acquired land and different type of
infrastructure thereof;
To
prepare
infrastructure
development plans of economic
zones for implementation and
management of own establishment
and submit it to the governing
board for approval;

To take steps to establish backward
linkage industries in economic
zones to meet the requirements of
the local industries;
To
encourage
business
organizations to relocate polluting
and unplanned industries from
metropolitan
cities
through
establishing separate economic
zones for different industries;
To take necessary steps to
implement social and economic
commitments;
To establish the due right of
workers, to ensure their welfare
and
to
establish
conducive
relationships between owners and
workers;

To allot or rent or lease of land,
building or site, on competitive
commercial basis in prescribed
manner, to investors applied
for establishment of industrial
units, businesses or service
providers in economic zones for
implementation and management
of their establishment;

To take necessary
implement
poverty
programs;

To
ensure
infrastructure
development of economic zones
within specified period through
monitoring of activities of its own
and of economic zone developers;

To convert the areas declared
as economic zones into economic
centers by developing industrial
cities, agro-based industrial zones,
trade zones and tourism zones
through investment of banking
sectors and to facilitate availability
of skilled labor and efficient service
provisions.

To
create
opportunities
for
employment
through
establishment of backward linkage
industries
within
or
outside
economic zones by promoting local
and foreign investment including
development of skilled labor force;

steps to
reduction

To expedite implementation of
industrial policy of the country by
promoting planned industrialization
of the thrust manufacturing and
service sectors; and

Present activities of BEZA

To ensure efficient use of land in
the light of clustering principles
by dividing the land based on
infrastructure and on availability of
resources to provide a conducive
environment and facilities within
the zone;

BEZA has been working to develop
100 economic zones within 15
years on a land area of 75000
acres. At this moment we are
working with 76 economic zones
out of which 20 are private
economic zones. The land area
covered by the 76 economic zones
is 26000 hectares.

To
ensure
more
efficient
management
and
monitor
programme
for
implementing
commitments on environment and
other matters;

BEZA has taken a giant program
to develop an industrial city in
Mirsharai under Chittagong district.
The area of the city is expected to
be around 12000 hectares. We
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are working to establish economic
zones through government to
government initiative. Presently,
work is going on for development
of economic zones for Japanese,
Chinese and Indian investors.

Why investment in
Bangladesh
Consistent Economic Growth:
Despite ups-and-downs in
the global economy and the
subsequent slump in growth,
Bangladesh’s economy has
been maintaining an impressive
growth rate of more than 6% on
average over the last 10-years.
Industrious
low-cost
work
force: Bangladesh offers a welleducated, highly adaptive and
industrious
workforce
with
economic wage level, proven by
its remarkable success in RMG
manufacturing and export.
Low Cost Energy: Energy prices
in Bangladesh are much cheaper
compared
to
neighboring
countries.
Strategic location of Economic
Zones: The locations of first
economic zones of the country,
has been chosen, based on
regional connectivity, abundance
of labor force, and backward
linkage opportunities.
Competitive Incentives to the
Units established in the Economic
Zones: The government intends
to provide similar fiscal and
financial incentives and benefits
to industrial units as provided to
the industrial units covered under
Bangladesh Export Processing
Zones Authority Act, 1980 and
Bangladesh
Private
Export
Processing Zone Act, 1996.
Incentives to the Economic zone
Developer: Government is also
considering special incentives for
zone developers and industrial
units subject to approval of
appropriate authorities.
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Models of economic zones
development
Bangladesh
Economic
Zones
Act 2010 is flexible enough to
develop economic zones following
various models. Zones can be
developed by private investors,
through public-private partnership
and even by the initiative of the
government agencies. The Act
permits to establish economic zone
following any of the six categories
of economic zones:
Economic
Zones
established
through
Public
and
Private
Partnership by local or foreign
individuals, body or organizations.
Private Economic Zones established
individually or jointly by local,
non-resident
Bangladesh
or
foreign investors, body, business
organizations or groups.
Government
Economic
Zones
established and owned by the
Government.
Special Economic Zones established
privately or by public-private
partnership or by the Government
initiative, for the establishment of
any kind of specialized industry or
commercial organization.
Economic Zones under Government
to Government (G2G) Agreement.
Economic Zones by one or more
government agencies.

Incentive packages
The incentive packages of economic
zones are divided into two groups.
A set of package will be enjoyed
by the developers of the economic
zones and another set will be for the
individual investors. The incentives
are of two types: fiscal incentives
and non-fiscal incentives.

Fiscal incentives
developers
•

for

the

Tax Holiday: Income tax
exemption for 12 years (100%
for ten years, 70% for eleventh

year and 30% for twelfth year).
•

Custom
Duty:
Exemption
from custom/excise duties for
development of EZs except
locally available construction
materials.

•

Stamp Duty: Exemption of
stamp duty and registration
fees

•

Income Tax: Exemption from
dividend tax, service tax.

For Unit Investors
•

Tax Holiday: First 3 years
100%, 4th year 70%, 5th year
60% & 6th year 50% and so
on.

•

Custom Duty: Duty free import
of raw materials etc. and duty
exemption on Export.

•

Income Tax: Exemption from
dividend tax

•

Stamp Duty: 50% exemption
of stamp duty and registration
fees

•

VAT: Exemption of VAT on all
utility services

•

Custom Duty on Vehicle:
Exemption of CD for import of
vehicles

Non-fiscal incentives
•

100% foreign
permissible

ownership

•

No ceiling on foreign investment

•

Full repatriation of capital and
dividend is allowed

•

Foreign currency loan
allowed in compliance
existing laws

•

Can hold nonresident foreign
currency deposit account

•

Economic zones will enjoy MFN
status

•

Transfer of shares of foreign
shareholders is allowed
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is

is
with

•

50 years land lease period with
scope of extension

•

Sub-contracting with Domestic
Tariff Area is allowed

Conclusion
Throughout the world more than
100 countries are operating
several
thousand
economic
zones with huge diversity in
terms of objectives, design and
implementation.
This
poses
challenges and opportunities to
the policy makers and private
sectors. In the developing world
the trend of establishment of
economic zones is increasing.
It is important to learn from
the past experience of different
countries. During the process of
zone development the framework
should cover investment and
job creation, ensuring dynamic
benefits
and
sustainability.
Successful zone programs require
an environment of flexibility
for most effective utilization of
comparative advantage of the
resources of a country. It is not
enough to rely on fiscal incentives
and low wage cost, rather it
is crucial to facilitate more
effective business environment
to
encourage
firm-level
competitiveness, local integration,
innovation
and
social
and
environmental sustainability. For
a business enabling atmosphere it
will require proactive, flexible and
creative approaches to address
the
potential
macroeconomic
constraints
and
unpredicted
challenges.
Author:
Paban Chowdhury
Executive Chairman (Secretary)
Bangladesh
Economic
Zones
Authority, Prime Minister’s Office
Dhaka, Bangldesh
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CANADIAN POTASH
FERTILIZER’S LEADING
ROLE IN PROMOTING
BALANCED FERTILIZATION
IN BANGLADESH
AGRICULTURE
Agriculture is the major driving
force of Bangladesh’s economy
contributing about 15% to the
country’s GDP. It is a source of
food and nutritional security,
employment
and
income
generation as well as reducing
rural poverty. However, this sector
is threatened due to declining
trend of its productive land by
1% every year, while the land
quality is deteriorating owning to
degradation of soil fertility, soil
erosion and soil salinity. Therefore,
in order to produce more food for
the country’s increasing population
and raw materials for its agrobased industries, there is need
for increasing agricultural growth
through
higher
productivity,
including
yield,
agricultural
intensification, diversification and
value addition.
Chemical and mineral fertilizers
provide an essential role in
increasing
crop
production
in Bangladesh. However, the
application of fertilizer needs
to be judicious to maintain soil
health and plants need a range
of nutrients for optimum yield.
Present studies show that soil
health has deteriorated in recent
years mainly due to imbalanced
use of fertilizers. Urea is used in
disproportionately high dosages,
while TSP, DAP and especially

potash are used in much lower
dosages than plants require. This
is a result of farmer tradition and
habit; they are likely to use more
and more urea, unaware that yields
will diminish without balancing the
application of fertilizer nutrients.
Imbalanced use of fertilizers
results from a lack of appropriate
knowledge of the importance of
specific nutrients and crop specific
dosages. The most important is
the imbalanced application of
potassium (K) in Bangladesh in the
form of Muriate of potash (MOP)
fertilizer. Studies have highlighted
the lack of awareness regarding
crop response to K application
across soils and crops in the
current farmer field situation.
Future sustainability in agriculture
is likely to be impaired if strategies
and policies are not implemented
to boost K application rates for
this essential nutrient which has
been neglected in the past. Correct
fertilization information must reach
the largest number of farmers,
emphasizing the importance of
appropriate application rates for K
in crops in the intensive cropping
systems practiced in Bangladesh.
Potassium (K) is an essential
nutrient for plant growth. Low
potassium (K) consumption is a
major concern considering its long-
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term impact on crop productivity
and soil fertility. Without right
balance of K in the soil available to
plants, uptake of N fertilizer may be
significantly impaired, and resulting
crop yields may be much below
their optimum levels. Intensive
cropping and use of modern highyield crop varieties causes heavy
depletion of K in soils particularly
in the absence of K application. A
recent study indicated that about
60% cultivable land in Bangladesh
is deficient in K. Most of the area
in the north western part of the
country is deficient in K. The light
textured soils of these areas have
low exchangeable K and farmers
also use low amounts of K fertilizer.
As the pressure to grow more
food from the same piece of land
increases, the soils come under
the threat of nutrient depletion.
Nutrient balance studies indicating
a negative balance for K and the
depletion of K from Bangladesh soil
has demonstrated what is now an
alarming situation.
A 2009 study estimated that
in Bangladesh, the agronomic
demand for potash to sustain
the country’s crop matrix is 1.38
million tons, whereas the yearly
consumption of potash for crops is
close to 50% of this quantity1.

ARTICLE
For potash fertilizer, Bangladesh
agriculture is fully dependent
on imports. Potash fertilizer is
imported into Bangladesh from
Canada, Russia and Belarus. In
July 2012, the vessel MV Densa
Eagle arrived at Chittagong port
laden with 42,142 metric tons of
Canadian potash fertilizer, marking
there- appearance of Canadian
potash fertilizer to Bangladesh after
an absence of 20 years. Previously,
it was Canadian International
Development Agency (CIDA) Aid
that supplied Canadian potash
fertilizer to Bangladesh Agricultural
Development Corporation (BADC).
Dragon Fertiliser, the marketing and
distribution channel of Canadian
potash exporter Canpotex Limited
in Bangladesh, started supplying
Canadian potash fertilizer to private
sector customers in Bangladesh in
2012.At the time, potash was only
imported into Bangladesh from

Russia and Belarus. To mark the
re-appearance of Canadian potash
fertilizer in the country, Dragon
Fertiliser, in cooperation with
Canpotex Limited, arranged dealer
conferences in strategic geographic
locations of the country. Dealers,
as well as the farmers who had
earlier experience with Canadian
potash fertilizer, came to know
immediately that the product
had re-arrived. Farmers who had
no previous experience using
Canadian potash came to know the
unique properties of this fertilizer
which stands out against potash
fertilizers available from other
regions.
1 A. K. M. Abdul Quader_ Strategy
for Developing the Fertilizer Sector
in Bangladesh for Sustainable
Agriculture 2009
Canadian potash fertilizer is
physically different from fertilizer

originating from other regions,
with its larger grain size and
comparatively dryer and freer
flowing
physical
properties.
Farmers all over the world find it
not only easy and healthy to apply,
but also appreciate its higher
effective usage ratio compared to
other fine grade potash fertilizers
available.
In 2014, Bangladesh Agricultural
Development Corporation (BADC)
signed a contract with Canadian
Commercial Corporation (CCC)
for Canadian potash fertiliser. The
arrival of MV Albert Oldendorff
at Chittagong port in October
2014 with 30,000 metric tons of
Canadian potash re-established
supply to BADC since after the
CIDA Aid era. In 2014-15, a
total of 122,610 metric tons of
Canadian potash was supplier to
BADC. In 2015-16, in the second
year of the contract, a total of

Honourable High Commissioner of Canada Mr. Benoît-Pierre Laramée visiting MV Ultra Lanigan in Chittagong
Port carrying Canadian potash fertilizer in December 2015
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158,716 metric tons of Canadian
potash was supplied to BADC.
The contract further renewed and
in 2016-17 for another 150,000
metric tons.
In October 2016, in the presence of
Canadian High Commissioner Mr.
Benoît-Pierre Laramée, Canpotex
presented BADC Chairman Mr. Md.
Nasiruzzaman a plaque marking
the supply of 1 million tons of
Canadian potash to Bangladesh.
In conjunction with the BADC
contract,
Canpotex
Limited
funded the Balanced Fertilization
Promotion Project (BFP) launched
in 2014. This was implemented by
Dragon Fertiliser in collaboration
with the Ministry of Agriculture
(MOA),
the
Department
of
Agricultural Extension (DAE) and
the Soil Resource Development
Institute (SRDI). The objective
of the project is to synthesize
available recent on-farm data on
K responses and generate new
information
through
on-farm
demonstration plots in major crops
in the intensively-cultivated regions
of Bangladesh. The information
generated through the project is
then used to improve awareness of
farmers through farmer field days
and is also shown at the scientific
and policy-making level.
In 2014-15, in the first year of
the project, a total number of 35
demonstration plots were set up
for crops including rice, wheat,
potato, maize, jute and more. As
the major crop of the country, a
total of 13 demonstration plots
were for rice in two different crop
seasons. In 2015-16, in the second
year of the project, a total of 45
demonstration plots were set up,
out of which 24 were rice plots. The
project is now in its third year and
the project will again cover around
45 demonstration plots. When
selecting the demonstration plot
locations, focus remains on areas

where crop production is intensive
and also in areas that are generally
K-deficient.
In the demonstration plot activities
of the project, the balanced use of
urea for all major crops, including
rice, is actually 15-30% less than
what farmers traditionally use,
whereas the balanced use of potash
is around 20-40% higher than
typical farmer practices. The cost
of fertilizers for the demonstration
plots is around20-30% less than
the famers’ traditional practice.
Acrop yield gain between 15-30%
was observed on all demonstration
plots where balanced fertilization
was used.
It is evident from the findings of
the demonstration plot activities
of the Balanced Fertilization
Promotion Project that, by using
balanced fertilization, in addition to
achieving yield growth, farmers in
our country will be able to achieve
more financial net gain, which is
what matters most to them.
The
Balanced
Fertilization
Promotion Project directly and
indirectly has left its mark in the
agriculture sector of Bangladesh.
Ever since the project cameon
stream, a noticeable change in
farmers’ fertilizer practices has
been observed. The consumption
of urea fertilizers in Bangladeshis
gradually declining while use of
Phosphatic and potash fertilizers
is increasing, resulting in fertilizer
practices that are more balanced
for soil and crop conditions.
Meanwhile, the role of Canadian
potash itself is also significant
in Bangladesh agriculture and in
the movement towards balanced
fertilization. Because farmers like
to use Canadian potash, especially
in the northern belt of the country
which is the main grain producing
area, Canadian potash is very
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popular amongst the farmers. To
some extent, this has increased
the use of potash fertilizer and
decreased the use of excess
urea. One would expect that the
increased supply of Canadian
potash in the market would be
even more helpful in achieving
balanced fertilization all over the
country.
In addition to its role in balanced
fertilization,
Canadian
potash
shipments to Bangladesh helps
boost bilateral trade between
Bangladesh and Canada. More
specifically
it
supports
the
Bangladesh/Canada trade balance
which opens up opportunities
for more exports to Canada. The
Province of Saskatchewan has
always remained important to
Bangladesh for importing food grains
including wheat, pulse, lentils, etc.
Potash fertilizer has become another
significant additional of products in
that basket.
We are increasingly forced to
meet growing food needs through
increases in yield from existing,
or even from shrinking, land
areas. In a fertilizer-dependent
agriculture industry, “balanced
fertilization” is a cornerstone of all
activities. In principle, balanced
fertilization (regardless of fertilizer
sources) is indispensable to avoid
crop yield decline on cultivated
lands and to supplement nutrient
loss from the soil ecosystem.
Balanced fertilization ensures high
productivity in accordance with
nutrient demand by individual
crops and for individual nutrient
elements without causing harm to
the environment.
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CANCHAM BANGLADESH IN ACTION

CANADIAN ALUMNI NETWORKING EVENT
High Commission of Canada and ChanCham Bangladesh jointly hosted an Alumni event on November 28, 2016. At the
event, H. E. Benoît-Pierre Laramée, High Commissioner of Canada remarked “Alumni” are important representatives of
Canada in Bangladesh as they have spent an important part of their life in Canada and received a world class education
from Canadian Education Institutes.
Alumni’s learned in a supportive
academic
environment
where
professors
were
approachable,
and where classrooms reflected
the cultural diversity of Canada.
“Alumni” from different Canadian
institutes joined the event and
shared their experiences about
studying in Canada.
‘EduCanada’ is the new education
brand for Canada. International
students can visit the “EduCanada”
website to find information about
studying in Canada, including
scholarships, study programs and
study permits.
Visit EduCanada! The official Study in
Canada website.www.educanada.ca

H.E Benoit Pierre Laramee, High Comissioner of Canada to Bangladesh
(Left), Eazaz Mohammed, Director, CanCham Bangladesh (Right) is seen
in the event.

Glimpses of the event.
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RECEPTION IN HONOR OF THE
NEW BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OF CANCHAM BANGLADESH
AND CANADIAN ALUMNI IN
BANGLADESH
High Commission of Canada hosted
an event recently in honor of the
new board of directors of Canada
Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce
& Industry, and Canadian Alumni in
Bangladesh. Alumni’s from different

Canadian institutes joined the event
and shared their experiences about
studying in Canada.
H. E. Benoît-Pierre Laramée, High
Commissioner of Canada congratulated

the new directors and noted:
“CanCham Bangladesh has been
trying to play an important role
to strengthen the bilateral trade
relationship between Canada and
Bangladesh since its formation in
2005.” Addressing the Alumni’s,
High
Commissioner
remarked
“Alumni’s are representatives of
Canada in Bangladesh as they have
spent an important part of their life
in Canada and received a world class
education from Canadian Education
Institutes. Alumni’s are educated in
a supportive academic environment
where professors were approachable
and classrooms reflected the cultural
diversity of Canada.”

H.E Benoit Pierre Laramee, High Comissioner of Canada to Bangladesh (Extreme Right), Masud Rahman, President,
CanCham Bangladesh (2nd From Left), Asad Khan, Director, CanCham Bangladesh (2nd from Right); Mostafa
Quamrus Sobhan, Treasurer, CanCham Bangladesh (Extreme Left) are seen.
H.E Benoit Pierre Laramee,
High Comissioner of Canada to
Bangladesh (Extreme Right),
Masud Rahman, President,
CanCham Bangladesh (2nd
From Left), Wali Sattar, Former
Secretary, CanCham Bangladesh
(2nd from Right), Mostafa
Quamrus Sobhan, Treasurer,
CanCham Bangladesh (Extreme
Left) are seen.
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CANADA – BANGLADESH DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS:
45 YEARS OF PROGRESS
On 14 February 1972, Canada
officially recognized the People’s
Republic of Bangladesh, commencing
a relationship that is now in its 45th
year. Over this period, Bangladesh
has enjoyed significant increases
in human development, flourishing
industry and rapid economic growth.
Relations between Canada and
Bangladesh have mirrored these
changes. The relationship began with
a focus on Canadian development

assistance to Bangladesh. That
development assistance has since
reached more than CAD $4 billion,
and the relationship has evolved
to encompass two-way trade
worth over CAD $2 billion annually,
extensive personal connections
between our peoples and more
recently, security cooperation. In the
years ahead, Canada looks forward
to building on this relationship to the
mutual benefit of both nations.

Source: High Commission of Canada
to Bangladesh Facebook Page,
February 13, 2017

CANADA RANKED #1 PLACE TO GO IN 2017
BY NEW YORK TIMES
The New York Times has just ranked
Canada the #1 place to visit in 2017.
Now, Toronto is the biggest city
in our fine nation, so we’re going
to go ahead and take some of the
credit for this honour, particularly
considering the fact that we were
ranked a top travel destination last
year by the same publication.
The scope of the recommendation
to visit Canada is wide, citing
our national parks (free this
year), natural wonders, events
in celebration of the country’s
150th birthday (plenty of which
are happening in Toronto), and of
course, our cosmopolitan areas.
If you dig into the Times criteria
explaining the list, you’ll also find a
glowing endorsement for Toronto’s
culinary scene:

neighbour to the north, particularly
because the exchange rate makes it
so cheap for them to do so.
“Canada remains a terra incognita
for Americans and much of the
world. It’s a great time to correct
that, as the country celebrates its
150th anniversary
this year... and currently offers a
generous exchange rate with the
United States dollar.”
The TPP, which originally covered
some 40 percent of global gross
domestic product, was effectively
torpedoed in its current form
when President Donald Trump
withdrew the United States from
the agreement in January. The deal

“Canada has it all (O.K., maybe not
tropical beaches). It’s a world unto
itself, with Vancouver Island surf
breaks, culinary delights in Toronto
and Montreal, and natural glories of
parks like Banff in Alberta.”
In general, the Times recommends
that it’s time for Americans to ditch
the stereotypes they hold about their
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included Australia, Brunei, Canada,
Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New
Zealand, Peru, Singapore, United
States and Vietnam.
“Canada’s largest trading partner
is the US but the fastest growing
economies are in this part of the
word,” Brown said. “The base case
for putting this branch here remains
very strong regardless of whether
there’s a TPP or not.”
EDC aims to facilitate transactions
between Canadian and Asian
businesses worth 3.5-4 billion
Canadian dollars ($2.7-$3.00 billion)
annually for the next four years.
Source: Daily Hive Staff, Jan 04,
2017
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MOBILE MONEY DRIVES FINANCIAL INCLUSION

Financial inclusion expanded 8
percentage points year-on-year in
2015, driven by growth in mobile
money, according to a recent study.
About 43 percent of Bangladeshis
are financially included, says the
study conducted by Washingtonbased
research
company
InterMedia with funding from the
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
based on statistics of 2015.
Of the figure, 24 percent of citizens
are covered by non-bank financial
inclusion and 19 percent have fullservice bank accounts. Of them,
9 percent have mobile money
accounts.
There were 3.9 crore registered
mobile financial service accounts
in Bangladesh until October this
year, with only 1.38 crore active,
according to the central bank.
Customers
transferred
Tk
20,692.43 crore in 12.85 crore
transactions in October this year,
according to central bank statistics.
However, account access and
usage remain a problem – while
the number of active mobile money
account users doubled in the past
year, according to the report,
known as the Financial Inclusion
Insights. Of active registered users,
13 percent have used at least one
advanced mobile money function in
a month, the study said.

Digital financial services give
people a secure way to save,
which allows them to build cushion
against financial shocks that would
otherwise pull them right back into
poverty, it said.
The largest increases in registered
mobile money use are among
male, urban and above-poverty
populations. Men enjoyed three
times the growth in financial
inclusion than women: 13 percent
of men were using MFS, while it was
4 percent for women.
In the urban segment, 13 percent of
citizens were using mobile money in
2015 and 7 percent in rural areas.
Financial inclusion is higher among
those who are using mobile
phones to send and receive text
messages: 64 percent financiallyincluded people have their own
handsets, 32 percent were using
mobile phones by borrowing from
others and the rest 4 percent had
no mobile connections, the report
said. On the other hand, 37 percent
of Bangladeshi adults can send a
text message and 49 percent of
this volume are financially included.
Of the 63 percent of Bangladeshi
adults who have never sent a text
message, only 39 percent are
financially included.
The report said 40 percent of
the users of DBBL mobile money
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(recently rebranded as Rocket)
have their own accounts. For
bKash, a subsidiary of Brac bank, it
is only 24 percent. Seventy percent
of bKash users dealt with agents’
accounts, while it is 48 percent for
DBBL’s agent accounts.
Of the total transactions in 2015,
82 percent was occupied by bKash.
With the help of other mobile money
channels, DBBL’s market share was
around 17 percent in 2015.
The report also found that bank
account holders are primarily male,
literate and live on earnings above
$2.5 a day.
About 72 percent of adults know
that mobile money agents are
within one kilometre of their home,
the study found.
The study also mentioned that
digital financial inclusion was low
among the poor, especially among
the extreme poor.
The study found 92 percent of
adults were aware of mobile money
in 2015 and 33 percent of them
were using the service.
In the previous year, the awareness
ratio was 91 percent and of it, 23
percent were using the service.
Source: The Daily Star, December
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LEATHER PRODUCTS EXPORT TO REACH $6BN BY 2021
Export of leather products including
shoes would be $6 billion by 2021 if
16.5% cash incentive is given.
The
parliamentary
standing
committee on the Ministry of
Commerce was yesterday apprised of
the export target at its 18th meeting
held at Jatiya Sangsad Bhaban with
committee Chairman M Tajul Islam in
the chair.
The
parliamentary
watchdog
suggested the authorities concerned
to give additional cash incentive
to the leather products and shoes
industries for making the country’s
image brighter, reports BSS.

It also reviewed implementation
progress regarding the decisions taken
at the 17th meeting and discussed
further on leather products and shoes
industries which are now the second
highest foreign currency earning
sector after RMG, said a press release.
Committee members – Commerce
Minister Tofail Ahmed, Enamul Huq,
Waresat Hossain Belal, M Sanwar
Hossain, M Manzurul Islam Liton and
Laila Arzuman Banu were present at
the meeting.
The committee also urged different
organisations under the ministry to
become selective with the consultation

of the parliamentary committee in
participating international fair for
maintaining quality.
Senior
commerce
Secretary
Hedayetullah Al Mamoon and other
officials attended the meeting.
Source: Dhaka Tribune Business Desk,

IFC TO INVEST $2.5BN IN 3 YEARS
International Finance Corporation,
the private sector lending arm of
the World Bank Group, is planning
to invest over $2bn over the next
three years in Bangladesh.
“We aim over the next three years
basically to do long-term financing
between 2 to 2.5 billion dollars,”
new IFC country head Wendy
Werner in Bangladesh said in an
exclusive interview.
The financing will largely go
to the manufacturing sector,
infrastructure, power, logistics and
financial sectors, she added.
IFC in the last fiscal ending June
invested $635mn in Bangladesh,
she further noted.
Bangladesh is already a powerhouse
in at least one sector – apparels
– and there is a need to diversify
that base, deepen value addition
in apparel and make available the
opportunity for other sectors, she
said.
Readymade-garment sector has
access to bonded warehouse, fasttrack approval facility and a number
of other incentives, she said. “That

works very well. So, why not take
the example that works and apply it
to other sectors?”
In her opinion, the potential
sectors in Bangladesh are footwear
and leather goods and light
manufacturing.
While talking to the Bangla Tribune,
IFC country head said the priority
policy
should
be
addressing
business environment and making
the procedure simple, access to
quality infrastructure, and improved
urban services and access to land.
About the challenges, she said the
cost of doing business, including
indirect costs and infrastructure
costs, is growing in Bangladesh.

Land is a big concern in Bangladesh
and it needs to addressed and in
her opinion, special economic zones
are an excellent start.
“Those zones make available
improved land for large investors,
foreign investors and small and
medium enterprises,” she said.
About the access to finance, she
said it is definitely a challenge for
the entire financial sector.
“The financial sector needs to
increase the availability of finance
and types of financial products that
are offered to the business sectors,”
she said.

“Policy and firm levels need to
continue to focus on improving skill
and productivity,” she added.

About the development of the
private sector, she said the firms
need to invest to meet the higher
quality standard to expand their
product base.

Citing the Doing Business report
recently published, she said the
business
environment
would
continue to be a big challenge.

“We continue to look further for
partners that really have that kind
of ambitious scale to address the
development challenges,” she said.

In the latest Doing Business report,
Bangladesh ranked 176 out of 190
countries.

Source: Dhaka Tribune
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